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in vivo evidence that GEM/TUBE-1 hybrid inhibits tumor growth and is active against human solid cancers. GEMTUBE-1 had no effect on the growth of human prostate cancer DU145 cells in athymic nude mice, but inhibited the
growth of human colon cancer HCT116 cells, which are p53-deficient. GEM/TUBE-1 induced significant apoptosis in HCT116 cells as determined by positive Annexin V staining. The mechanism of GEM/TUBE-1-induced apoptosis in
HCT116 cells is not known but is probably related to the depletion of the intracellular ATP pool. GEM/TUBE-1 induced vacuolation in HCT116 cells, which is also indicative of an ATP depletion mechanism of action. These preclinical
studies warrant additional research using the GEM/TUBE-1 approach.Radiotherapy has remained an important therapeutic modality for cancer treatment for many decades. The basic principle of radiotherapy is the inhibition of tumor
cell replication by directing radiation energy to the tumor cells thereby increasing the susceptibility of those cells to radiation injury and inhibiting tumor cell replication. The ability of tumor cells to proliferate and continue to divide
depends on the presence of circulating blood or vascular supply. Red blood cells are a major component of blood that provides oxygen that supports cellular metabolism and the proliferation of cells in tissues. Exposure of tissues to
ionizing radiation is often associated with the formation of free radicals or reactive oxygen species. Free radicals include molecules with unpaired electrons. In the presence of oxygen such molecules can oxidize cellular biomolecules
such as proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates. It is believed that radiation exposure to cancer cells can increase the formation of free radicals in a dose dependent fashion. Free radicals can diffuse into the cells, causing
irreversible chemical alterations of DNA and other cell components.
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